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BALTIMORE, November 18, 1837.

AT a meeting of the students of the Regents' Faculty of Medicine of the

University of Maryland, Mr. James H. Murray, was called to the chair, and

Mr. Bennett Neale, appointed secretary.

On motion it was unanimously Resolved, That a committee of five be

appointed to wait upon Professors Aikin and Baker, and solicit a copy of

their eloquent addresses, delivered before their class on the 3d and 4th inst.

Whereupon the following gentlemen were appointed, viz :-Messrs. N. W.

H. Moore, B. Neale, G. W. Miltenberger, G. C. Ogle, B. O. Mullikin.

DEAR SIR:

In accordance with the above resolutions we have been appointed to

solicit your gratifications of the wishes of our fellow students, in giving us a

copy of your interesting lecture, introductory to your course on Chemistry

during the ensuing winter. It gives us equal pleasure to communicate to

you this determination of the class, and to express our feelings of gratulation,

that this duty is so much in accordance with our warm feelings of respect,

and esteem to yourself.
Very respectfully yours,

N. W. H. MOORE,

B. NEALE,

G. W. MILTENBERGER,

GEORGE C. OGLE.

B.' O. MULLIKIN.

To

Professor WILLIAM E. A. AIKIN.



INTRODUCTORY LECTURE.

GENTLEMEN OF THE MEDICAL CLASS:

WILLIAM E. A. AIKIN.

IN entering upon the duties of the department
with which I have been honoured, I offer a few
remarks on the subject of the science in which we
are to be companions, in examining its principles,
and following out its results; fellow labourers in
fields of investigation, where the pleasure of suc-
cess more than repays the toil of enterprise, and
where pursuit itself has an exciting charm sufficient
to reward the constant and patient. industry it re-
quires.

In commencing the examination of our subject,
we most properly take a general view-and behold,
as from an eminence, the vast expanse before us, and
thus increase the pleasure and facility of our pro-
gress. He who studies the map of the country
he is about to traverse, has every advantage over
another who passes the same road without this pre-
vious and necessary information. The one is pre-
pared for whatever objects may present themselves.
The knowledge he acquires is precise and well
arranged in his mind, and he is ready at any moment

BALTIMORE, November 19, 1837.

GENTLEMEN:

Enclosed is a copy of the Lecture, which in behalf of the medical class

you have deemed proper to notice in so flattering a manner. For the honour

done me by the class, please present my acknowledgments, and accept for

yourselves, gentlemen, assurances of the respectful regards of

Yours, &c.

To Messrs. N. W. H. MOORE,
BENNETT NEALE,

G. W. MILTENBERGER,

GEORGE C. OGLE,

B. O. MULLIKIN.
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to give an intelligible and correct account of what he
has learned. The other .is constantly taken by sur-
prise; one novelty succeeds another so rapidly and
so unexpectedly, that he is in a constant state of
perplexity. He may be delighted, but it is only for
the moment, when his wonder ceases, the objects
that excited it will be forgotten; and his journey
will terminate: and leave him nothing but the con-
sciousness of having seen many interesting things,
but without the power of recalling a single definite
idea of any.

If this previous general information is of impor-
tance, gentlemen, at the commencement of any
study, it is emphatically so when we commence the
study of natural science. Nature in all her various
departments apparently delights in producing an
almost infinite multiplicity of results from the opera-
tion of a few simple causes. These results, consi-
dered independent of their governing principles, often
appear unconnected; but, if referred to those prin-
ciples, all is then connected-all is intelligible. The
science of chemistry, when examined in detail, pre-
sents little, besides a laborious investigation of the
properties of substances, many of which are never
found in nature as they occur in the laboratory. But
take another view of the subject, and this apparently
aimless task will appear both profitable and neces-
sary. The science of chemistry professes to teach
us the nature and composition of all material sub-
stances, and the laws that regulate the formation of

all compound bodies. And how can we best obtain
this information-certainly not by examining corn-

pound bodies themselves-they are as numberless as
the sands of the beach. It is only by studying the
properties of the elements of matter-by examining
those simple substances which combined in various
ways constitute the whole material world-it is in
this way only, that we can obtain the desired result.
It is true, that it is only within late years that the
science of chemistry has aspired so high. Our
science is a youthful one, with all the freshness and
energy of youth. Unlike subjects that have been
mooted until they appear stale and tiresome, che-
mistry is young in years, and like the fabled Minerva
seemed to spring at once in perfect proportions.

The truths of natural philosophy have had to con-
tend not only with man's ignorance of the laws of
nature, but with false theories, which hemmed him
in with barriers greater than that ignorance, and
more impervious to the light of truth-which effec-
tually debarred him from a knowledge of nature,
because framed without regard to her operations,
and built on the merest dreams of fancy 'the baseless
fabric of a vision.' How could there be a true
explanation of the phenomena of tides, while it was
regarded as certain that the earth was not a spheroid

/ ,
or that there was so great an accumulation of water,
on part of the equator, that it would be impossible
for navigators to ascend this liquid mountain. How
could the philosopher demonstrate the laws of fluid
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pressure, when the ascent of water in an exhausted
receiver was regarded as an expression of nature's
horror of a vacuum; consequently it was believed to
rise ad infinitum, or when observed at its maximum
of elevation, some contradiction must have been sup-
posed in nature thus acting against herself. When
the fable of solid orbs was regarded by astronomers
as an axiom of science, conclusions deduced from
changes in the relative position of the planets, or the
apparent motion of the sun through the zodiac, were
necessarily false. Geology too, has had to fight that
double battle. When theories of the earth were
formed, while yet the matter and composition of the
earth had not been studied; when such inventions
as the chaotic fluid, or the condensation of a comet's
train to produce a flood, were subjects employing
the speculations of geologists, and dividing the learn-
ed world into parties defending or opposing the
conceits, how little could the science advance in a
progress which depends entirely on accuracy of
observation.

But chemistry, more fortunate in its disciples,
found philosophers whose sale object was the dis-
covery of truth, and whose unwearied exertions
were directed to that end-who, without precon-
ceived theories, advanced thus far in a progress
which is still rapidly onward, by the simple, the
golden rule of science--carefully to observe, noting
every appearance and effect, though still ignorant of
their causes, and with the modesty of profound

9

learning, leaving to subsequent experiment the ex-
planation of principles, which they forbore to antici-
pate. With untiring zeal and assiduity, repeating
long and laborious analyses in the midst of the most
injurious gases, which too often made the laboratory
the thresh hold of the grave; and from which the
chemists of our day are better protected, only by the
self-sacrifice of the earlier analysts.

Such have been the circumstances and the means
by which chemistry has been placed in the high rank
it already occupies among the sciences. A rank that
could never have been foretold amid the struggles
and difficulties of its commencement, but justified by
the severity of its ind uctions, the precision of its
principles, and the truth of its conclusions.

When Dalton and Wollaston were separately pur-
suing their investigations: when Davy was employ-
ing the leisure hours of his early life in experiments
for which he had not even the necessary apparatus,
nor any probability of success; how little could it
have been anticipated, that the discoveries of the
former would give the most certain data for analysis,
and that the researches of the latter would revolu-
tio~ize the nomenclature of science: when, incorpo-
rating the grand principle of galvanism with chemi-
cal agents, he unfolded the reverse of the whole
scheme of former theories; and placed as if within
the grasp of man this mighty energy of nature. .

In considering the subject of every department of
human knowledge, one circumstance is common to

2
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all ; it is, that each passes a preparatory stage of
uncertainty and doubt; when the labours of its
investigators are directed to ends wholly theoretical,
and each seems groping in the dark for imaginary
resu!ts,-that discoveries are made accidentally, and
without a bearing on the ohject actually in view-yet
opening to different and unsuspected paths in the
labyrinth of nature, and throwing light on pheno-
mena that seemed wholly unconnected with those
facts, and inexplicable by their means; that, as step
by step is made in this dubious career, new illustra-
tions come from the most unexpected sources, and
the accumulation of knowledge accelerates the pro-
gress of science in a geometrical ratio towards the
true understanding of its principles and connections:
This is necessarily so. And each labourer in the
field, though the mite that he contributes be but a
solitary fact, often unconnected, sometimes opposed
to subjects previously regarded as explained; what-
ever be the course of his inquiries, so that they tend
to the explanation of causes governing the constitu-
tion or changes of nature; helps to build the fair
fabric of universal knowledge which shall compre-
hend ali the laws and phenomena of the material
universe; helps to connect the scattered particles of
learning, and show the association of all in the beau-
tiful simplicity of order-the mutual and successive
dependence of each as a part in a perfect system.
For the understanding of each phenomenon opens
the explanation of many relevant ones; is a step to
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.an inner concentric circle of nature, an approach to
the perfect whole.

This is singularly true with regard to the science
of chemistry. If we attempt to trace it to its source,
we shall find its facts becoming more and more
unconnected, its reasonings more and more vague
and delusive, until we are fairly bewildered and lost
amid the visionary pursuits of the alchemists. Yet
not in vain were their labours,-and the patient in-
dustry, the self-devotion and enthusiasm with which
they passed years in the laboratory in futile attempts
to produce the philosopher's stone, were not wasted
in vain, these were, to use the language of a learned
writer on another science, 'workmen and patient
labourers, like those who cast down faggots under a
foundation, or raise stones thereon, whom no one
takes for the architects or builders of the house for,
they know and comprehend nought of its plans or
objects-and yet, every stone that they place fitteth
aright, and adds to the usefulness and beauty of its
parts. And so after this fashion, by the work of
many conjoined, though not combined in any plan, a
science is builded up in fair proportions, and seemeth
to stand well, and in its proper place among the
others already raised; and so at length cometh to be
a joint, as it were in the general fitness of things,
and a maxim in the universal truth, and a tone or
accord in the harmony of nature.' The golden
dreams of the alchymists have passed away with
the dreamers-v-but by their labours a mass of facts
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was collected, which afterwards, the genius of mo-
dern times generalized and arranged, and pursuing
indications of truth' to first principles, and attaining
correlative ones by induction, we behold chemistry
as it now is-as a science, the noblest monument of
human powers.c-sa key to the arcana of nature, a
spell-word of knowledge, that has shown the world
around us filled with myriads of beautiful connec-
tion and dependencies, in affinities, crystallization
and organization. So far from finding any thing
vague or unconnected in chemistry at the present
day, we shall find as we proceed that all its pro-
cesses admit of demonstration, and that in every
case the exact result may be foreseen.

The wide field which it opens to us abounds in
startling and instructive facts, revealing to us the
beautifully simple laws which regulate the combina-
tion of substances, and exhibiting the diversified pro-
ducts that may be formed by their union in different
proportions. To the chemist, the atmosphere which
he breathes, the soil on which he treads, the pure
element which nature has provided to slake his
thirst, are not simply air, earth and water as they
appear to others. He knows their composition-
he can separate their elements. He has unerring
methods of detecting the presence of any substance,
however complicated the form in which it may exist,
and possesses a power that comes nearer to creative
energy than any other. He cannot, it is true, create
the elements of matter, but he can combine those
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elements in an almost infinite variety of forms, and
thus create new substances, that perhaps were
unknown until they sprung up at his bidding.

We have dwelt as it were in a vast and magni-
ficent edifice, yet so dimly lighted as to have distin-
guished only the most obvious and marked outlines;
while the delicate workmanship and propriety of
ornament were veiled in darkness. The light of
science has shone into the temple, and we gaze with
admiration and astonishment; we have been treading
enchanted ground, where every weed and insect
were mysteries, which disclose to investigation, a
multitude of new and surprising relations. And not
yet is all that edifice displayed, with the torch in our
hand and guided by its clear and undeceiving light,
looking beyond the narrow bounds of national limits,
we may confidently anticipate that every difficulty
will disappear; all mysteries in nature become known
and familiar things, before the power of investiga-
tion; and those fleeting indications of truth, of which
we see not enough to comprehend their nature, like
the momentary appearance of substances the chemist
fails to produce, except in an evanescent form, will
stand out conspicuous and defined. And because a
longing for something beyond is inseparable from the
human mind, which would rest dissatisfied if ever it
could stand on the utmost verge of knowledge, and
feel that it had attained all that could be learned;
and again, because nature is infinite in combinations;
we may safely believe that as each step is made in
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'science, other scenes will open to the more extended
vision; as each truth is attained, new tru!hs will dis-
close themselves; and each maxim will be the foun-
dation for new trains of consequences, will point to
new and unexplored paths in the vast regions of
creation.

Considered simply in this light, our attention
would be well bestowed on a science, which reveals
the nature of things around us, making us no longer
strangers in the world we inhabit, and ignorant of
changes perpetually going on, in objects known to
us only by their most sensible and external forms.
A science which leads continually from effects to
causes, and induces a more practically philosophical
habit of mind than any other; demanding an assi-
duity of attention, a critical observation, a patient and
enduring watchfulness, which not the minutest ap-
pearance escapes, which never loses sight of colla-
teral circumstances, and which arranging as we pro-
ceed the know ledge acquired, directs the light of all
upon our final judgment. It shows in the gradual
development of organization, the assimilation of ele-
ments according to certain unvarying laws; and even
in decay and death it shows the resolution of those
same elements to simpler forms; and their re-appear_
ance in different combinations, in obedience to the
same laws, and in harmony with the same beautiful
order of creation. It shows in the unfolding and
position of a leaf, the chemical action of light; in the
colour of a flower, the delicate forms of oxides which
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its fine vessels transfuse; in the composiuon of a
soil, the causes of aridity or fertility; in the growth
of a plant, the excess 01' deficiency of its necessary
aliment; in the analysis of mineral waters, the causes
of their known effects.

Associated intimately with all the arts and im-
provements of life, chemistry is not less connected
with the laws of natural and mechanical philosophy;
affecting the former, by its relation to, or as we may
say dominion over the grand powers of electricity and
light, and the latter by its not less close alliance with
the great motive power, heat. The expansive force
of steam, and consequently the data for all experi-
ments and improvements in steam machinery, depend
directly on the chemical laws governing the capacity
of water for caloric; and the resistance of friction,
and decrease of this resistance, depend on the dispo-
sition of particles, which if ever elucidated, can most
properly be done by the researches of the chemist.
The connection of chemistry with geology is not less
intimate. Volcanic action which in some form or
other may be considered as having been the most
active agent in producing the present condition of
the earth's surface, was never explained until che-
mists succeeded in exhibiting in the laboratory,
decompositions and combinations of elements, which
on a grander scale are adequate to the effect.

Thus connected with the whole range of sciences
by mutual dependence-equally with them chemistry
rests on their common basis-the mathematics-and
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the theory of definite proportions, and the atomic,
bring one more proof that the sublime principles of
mathematics are universal and immutable, and would
self-exist though the universe whose laws are but
the expression of those truths were not in being.

Of the importance of the study of chemistry to
the medical practitioner, I will assume that all now
within the sound of my voice are fully convinced.
And in regard to the proper method of pursuing it
we are all equally agreed. It is emphatically an
experimental science, all its deductions are based
upon experiment. It is thus that we can best be-
come acquainted with the various physical truths
that form the ground-work of the science, a know-
ledge of which consists simply in logical inferences
from careful experiments.

Chiefly in its relation to medicine, chemistry has
produced the most important results. Considered in
this connection, it is most interesting and necessary
for you, gentlemen, who will meet in your daily
investigations, difficulties which only chemical science
can solve, effects dependent on the re-action of sub-
stances by the affinities of their ultimate elements,
which only chemistry can explain. To study the
various changes which organization produces with a
few simple principles,-to follow those changes as
affecting the system, thus throwing light on the
secret operations of the animal economy,-such are
the means by which chemistry enables the student to
approach nearer to the source, the first spring of the
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machinery of life than by any other path. The
observation of that machinery in all the different
conditions of health and disease, of excitement and
relaxation, of energy and debility, is your particular
province. Of utmost importance then is it for you
to be able to distinguish the causes producing those
different conditions-to mount to the very source of
all disorders, and apply the remedy where the evil
commences.

To the pharmaceutist, a knowledge of chemistry
is indispensable. Take away this safeguard, and the
healing draught becomes an inert or a deleterious
compound. The earth spreads all her treasures
before the light of science. Her metals are pro-
duced for the arts-for the elegancies of life-are
moulded for our luxuries or necessities; but, their
hidden properties appear only under the analysis of
the chemist, and by his researches contribute to the
treasures of medicine. Iron, known for ages as a
metal, is now not only of most important and univer-
sal use in the arts, but in the preparation of some of
its salts, and even in its metallic form, possesses
medicinal virtues of the highest order. Zinc and
copper used for an endless variety of economical
purposes, and forming the components of a metal
which the wants of civilization have rendered indis-
pensable, in the form of sulphates are applied to
arrest a fatal disease, that more than almost any other
has deprived society of its brightest ornaments, and
which, with a malignity that seems almost envious,
fastens upon the very organs ohhat eloquence which

2
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it so often has silenced forever. From the organic-
kingdom, too, chemistry has gathered its riches.
The sea-weeds thrown upon the beach, and appa-·
rently the most worthless of nature's productions,
yield one of the most valuable alkalies. The re-
fined analysis of modern times has already furnished
us with numerous vegetable principles, which rank
among the most active medicinal agents of the mate-
ria medica. And in so wide a field as that of vege-
table chemistry, we may confidently anticipate con-
tinual discoveries of others as valuable. Such are
the triumphs of chemistry, and such the offerings it
has-brought to the shrine of medicine.

But I have said enough, gentlemen, on the charac-
ter and the objects of your chemical studies, and 1
ne:ed not dwell on the importance of this science to
the profession. Your presence here proves that you
are all aware of its importance. Do you wish then
to become acquainted with its truths? I would say
t-o you, imitate the example of those to whose re-
searches I have referred--recollect their patient
labour, their close investigation. Recollect that care-
ful observations of the min ut~st circumstances often
lead to most important and unf eseen results. When
Sultzer in 1762, amused himself with the effect
produced on the nerves of taste by the junction
of different metals, placed above and beneath the
tongue-who could have foreseen the voltaic pile-
the galvanic battery, the splendid discoveries of
Davy, with the revolutions they effected-who could
have conjectured the identity of electricity, magne-
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tism, galvanism, and perhaps light and heat-who
would have believed in the existence of ari" agent
that promises ere long to displace the mighty steam
engine-an agent that can almost resuscitate the
dead? Yet such are the rewards of days of toil

iii'
and nights of study. ..

Is it to be supposed that a science iliat has been
advanced by such means can be attained without
labour ? No! gentlemen, there is no royal road to
any science. To those alone who with a wish to
learn, bring industry and application, can I guaran-
tee success. Difficulties await us, but they are diffi-
culties that will vanish when encountered. We have
to follow out no tedious course of mathematical rea-
soning-no complicated analysis-others have done
the work for us. The task of cultivating the soil
has been accomplished by the fathers of the science,
we have but to gather the fruit. We can with profit
confine ourselves to the truths and facts which they
have demonstrated. These constitute the natural
phenomena of the universe. To investigate these,
to study their connection with each other, to trace
their hidden springs, and above all to learn their
bearing upon ourselves and upon our profession,
cannot fail to be an interesting task. If we learn
nothing else, we shall at least learn how careful the
Author of nature has been to adapt all things to our
comfort. We shall learn that man, though power-
less, to wield the elements, has been gifted with
faculties that enable him to control their energies and
direct them to his own purposes. He compels the
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winged;,.Winds to do him homage. He disarms the
thundl~~"cloud of its terrors', confident in his re-
sources'tlie' launches. boldly out upon the pathless
ocean, or "more adventurous still, dives beneath its
surface and, bringsrup treasures from its caverns.
And from +nce are these powers derived, if not
from a careful study of the natural agents which
may be made to assist or which inflexibly oppose
him?

Gentlemen, the profession you have chosen is a
laborious one-laborious in its acquisition, laborious
in its application. Chemistry constitutes but a single
branch-others of equal importance will claim your
attention. But in all, every thing depends upon
your zealous co-operation. Hereafter you will be
called upon to support the true dignity of the medi-
cal profession-a dignity that will not condescend to
the artifices too often adopted to obtain business or
preferment. And this can only be done by supe-
riority of learning and magnanimity of conduct-by
a conscientious fulfilment of the honourable duties of
a life devoted to science and humanity. Strong in a
consciousness of right you may bid defiance to all
the machinations of ignorance and illiberality. To
accompany you in your onward career, to assist your
investigations-and lay before you the details of the
science which constitutes my particular province,
will be the high aim of my continued exertions, and
my reward will be, gentlemen, your future eminence
and success.


